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Micromagnetic simulations of the antidot arrays by applying 2D-PBC
The simulation results with application of 2D-PBC show almost similar results as compared to those without the application of 2D-PBC. The simulations with 2D-PBC have been performed on the arrays with the introduction of actual edge deformation to the triangular antidots. The FFT power spectra of the antidot array S1, for $\phi = 0^\circ$, $45^\circ$ and $60^\circ$ are shown in Figure S1 and the corresponding power and phase profiles are shown in Figure S2a and Figure S2b, respectively. As compared to the spectra without the application of 2D-PBC, in this case also the spectra for $\phi = 0^\circ$ and $60^\circ$ are qualitatively similar in nature. In both cases we observe three modes and the number of modes increases to five for $\phi = 45^\circ$. However, the mode frequencies are slightly different as compared to the spectra without the application of 2D-PBC. For $\phi = 0^\circ$, mode 1 at 8.2 GHz has an extended character through the horizontal channels between the neighbouring antidot rows in the Damon-Eshbach (DE) geometry (i.e. extended in a direction orthogonal to the applied bias field). On the contrary, mode 2 at 10.2 GHz is a localized mode where highest spin-precession amplitude localized in the same horizontal channels with quantization number $n = 3$. Mode 3 at 11.5 GHz is again a quantized mode with higher quantization number ($n = 5$). Again, for $\phi = 60^\circ$, the spatial profiles of the spin waves qualitatively match with that of $\phi = 0^\circ$. Here, mode 1 at 7.5 GHz is a fully extended mode similar to that for $\phi = 0^\circ$, but the channel of propagation is different and it flows through the diagonally extended channel. Mode 2 at 10.2 GHz is localized in the same channel with $n = 3$, and mode 3 at 13.8 GHz is quantized mode with higher quantization number ($n = 7$). For $\phi = 45^\circ$, the lowest frequency mode is split into two modes (mode 1 at 8.1 GHz and mode 2 at 8.7 GHz). For these two modes, overlap between localized modes generates a pseudo-extended mode through the diagonally extended channel. The next mode is again split into modes 3 and 4 (at 9.8 GHz and 10.5 GHz, respectively)
and these two are localized modes ($n = 3$ for mode 3 and $n = 5$ for mode 5) along the same channel. Here, the highest frequency mode 5 at 12.2 GHz has a quantized nature with quantization number $n = 7$.

**Figure S1:** FFT power spectra of the simulated time-domain magnetization of the antidot array S1 after the application of 2D-PBC for bias field applied along $\phi = 0^\circ$, $45^\circ$ and $60^\circ$. 
**Figure S2:** Spin-wave mode profiles: (a) power and (b) phase of S1 after the application of 2D-PBC for bias field applied along $\phi = 0^\circ$, $45^\circ$ and $60^\circ$. The colour maps used for the mode profiles are shown inside the respective figures.